***

NOTICE

***

PUBLIC MEETING
COUNCIL ON COURT PROCEDURES
Saturday, september 10, 1994
9:30

a.m.

oregon state Bar Center
5200 Southwest Meadows Road
Lake Oswego, Oregon

AGENDA
1.

Call to order

2.

Approval of August 13, 1994 minutes (Attachment A)

3.

Rule 55 (Mick Alexander, Maury Holland)

4.

Proposed amendments to Oregon Rules of Civil Procedure
(apart from Rule 55) (John Hart) (Attachment C):
a)
Rule 15
Time for Filing Pleadings or Motions
b)
Rule 22
Counterclaims, Cross-claims, and Third
Party Claims
c)
Rule 58
Trial Procedure
d)
Rule 69
Default Orders and Judgments
Additional proposed amendments (no vote previously
taken) :
e)
Rule 22
Counterclaims, Cross-Claims, and Third
Party Claims
f)
Rule 32
Class Actions
g)
Rule 57
Jurors
h)
Rule 68
Allowance and Taxation of Attorney Fees
and Costs and Disbursements

5.

Appointment of final review committee

6.

New matters

7.

Old business

8.

New business

9.

Adjournment
#

#

#

#

(Attachment B)

COUNCIL ON COURT PROCEDURES
Minutes of Meeting of August 13, 1994
oregon State Bar Center
5200 Southwest Meadows Road
Lake Oswego, oregon
Present:

Marianne Bottini
sid Brockley
patricia Crain
William D. cramer, Sr.
Mary J. Deits
Susan P. Graber
Bruce C. Hamlin
John E. Hart

Excused:

J. Michael Alexander
William A. Gaylord
Nely L. Johnson
John V. Kelly
John H. McMillan
Nancy S. Tauman

Absent:

stephen L. Gallagher

Bernard Jolles
Rudy R. Lachenmeier
Michael H. Marcus
Michael V. Phillips
Milo Pope
Charles A. Sams
StephenJ.R. Shepard

Kathy Chase, liaison from the Oregon State Bar Procedure &
Practice Committee, and Susan Evans Grabe, with the Oregon State
Bar were in attendance. Also present were Maury Holland,
Executive Director, and Gilma Henthorne, Executive Assistant.

Agenda Item 1:

Call to order.

The Chair, Mr. Hart, called

the meeting to order at 9:37 a.m.
Agenda Item 2: Approval of July 16, 1994 minutes. The
minutes of the July 16, 1994 meeting were approved without
objection.
Agenda Item 3: Report of sUbcommittee on sUbpoenas of
hospital records.
In Mr. Alexander's absence, Mr. Hart led the

discussion of this item. Note was taken of written comments
received from Karen Creason, Bill Gaylord and Larry Thorp
(attached to these minutes) regarding proposed amendments to
ORCP 55 prepared by the OSB Procedure and Practice Committee
("P&PC"). There was agreement with Mr. Hamlin's suggestion that
the meeting proceed with consideration and discussion of each of
the Rule 55 amendments proposed by the Council's subcommittee and
those proposed by the P&PC in the numerical order in which they
appear in Attachment B to the agenda of this meeting. Mr. Hart
added that, as each amendment proposed by the P&PC was
encountered, he would ask Ms. Kathy Chase to explain briefly its
rationale.
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Regarding proposed amendment #1 (all numerical references
are to the numbers appearing in the margins of the aforesaid
Attachment B), Ms. Chase explained that this procedure of
automatic amendment would be the most efficient means of dealing
with objections of non-requesting parties wanting a more formal
method of production than mailing. Mr. Hamlin questioned just
what was meant by "automatic amendment," whether the original
subpoena would have to be reissued, etc. Mr. Lachenmeier stated
that, under the existing rule, any party dissatisfied with
production by mail can issue his or her own sUbpoena to require
production by inspection and copying or by appearance duces
tecum. Mr. Jolles agreed and questioned whether this proposed
amendment was needed. Mr. Chase commented that the P&PC was
trying to avoid the need for duplication of subpoenas.
Maury Holland suggested that perhaps the council should
first consider proposed amendment #6, the proposed new subsection
F(3), because there would be no point to #1 unless #6, or some
variant of the latter, is approved. Justice Graber commented
that, for the reason earlier stated by Mr. Lachenmeier, she did
not see that #1 was needed even if #6 is adopted.
Discussion then focused upon proposed amendment #6. Justice
Graber said that there might be occasions when the sUbpoenaed
non-party would prefer to produce by allowing inspection and
copying or even by appearance duces tecum, and thus questioned
whether the sUbpoena should be explicit in informing non-parties
that they can exercise some choice. Several members commented
that the current and widespread actual practice regarding records
sUbpoenas is that many things, such as the mode of compliance,
are worked out informally and by agreement among the attorneys.
Bill Cramer, but expressed some concern that if the availability
of options is concealed in the rule, young, inexperienced lawyers
could be misled into unwarranted complexity and formality.
Mr. Lachenmeier then moved the tentative adoption of
proposed amendment #6, and Mr. Jolles seconded. Mr. Hamlin
suggested that, before a vote is taken, some redrafting of the
proposal be attempted to delete proposed language that might be
redundant in repeating concepts already provided for earlier in
the text of Rule 55. He suggested that the following might be
deleted: "copies of designated" in the second line, and "in the
possession, custody or control of the person to whom the SUbpoena
has issued" in the third and fourth lines. This suggestion was
not followed up by any motion to amend.
Justice Graber asked whether the P&PC had any reason for
omitting any requirement of an affidavit to accompany mailed
copies, similar to what H(3)(a) requires for hospital records.
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Justice Graber asked whether the P&PC had any reason for
omitting any requirement of an affidavit to accompany mailed
copies, similar to what H(3)(a) requires for hospital records.
Ms. Chase responded that this was not discussed by the P&PC
draftspersons.
Mr. Phillips stated that he thought that proposed amendment
#6 presents some drafting problems that cannot be effectively
dealt with in this meeting. There was general agreement that
some redrafting is needed. Justice Graber then produced a
redraft of proposed amendment #6, which she read to the meeting
before handing it to Gilma Henthorne. This redraft read as
follows:

F(3) Notwithstanding sections A through
G of this rule, a party who issues a subpoena
may command the person to whom it is issued,
other than a hospital, to produce books, papers,
documents, or tangible things by mail or
otherwise, at a time and place specified in
the subpoena, without commanding inspection
of the originals or a deposition. In such
instances the person to whom the subpoena is
directed complies if the person produces the
specified items in the specified manner and
by certifying in substance that the person
signing the certificate has knowledge of the
facts stated and that the copies are true
copies of all the items responsive to the
subpoena or, if all items are not included,
why they are not. The person may also comply
by permitting inspection and copying of the
originals.
{Note by SPG: Should this allow recipient either to
(a) demand actual cost of copies or (b) ask.
for personal appearance (deposition) or inspection
of records?}
Mr. Hart then called for a straw poll vote, which was taken
and which indicated general agreement in principle with Justice
Graber's redraft. Maury Holland was directed to try to polish
this redraft and put it in final form for further consideration
at the Sept. 10 Council meeting.

Discussion then returned to proposed amendment #1.
JUdge
Marcus moved that it be rejected on the grounds that if one party
does not like another party's SUbpoena, the latter can always
issue his or her own. This was seconded by Mr. Lachenmeier.
This motion carried bv unanimous agreement.
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Discussion then turned to proposed amendment #2. Ms. Chase
stated that the P&PC thought that this was the only efficient way
of expressing the thought that non-parties complying with
sUbpoena should receive some compensation for time and trouble,
over and above direct copying costs. In response to Mr. Hart's
query, there was general agreement with this proposed amendment,
which he said he thought would lend credibility to a legal event,
although Judge Brockley stated he thought the present rule was
fair as it is.
Discussion then turned to proposed amendment #3. Mr.
Lachenmeier stated that he did not believe that the additional
seven days were really needed. If this were changed to 14 days,
he added, this would mean a total of nearly a month before
records and so forth could be obtained, since an additional 14
days are allowed for compliance. Ms. Chase stated that this
amendment was proposed simply in the interest of consistency with
the 14 days provided for hospital sUbpoenas. Mr. Hart then asked
whether there was a consensus regarding this proposed amendment.
A consensus was expressed that this amendment not be adopted.
Discussion then turned to proposed amendment #4. There was
general agreement that this was needed, but should be dealt with
in connection with proposed amendment #6. Maury Holland was
directed to do appropriate redrafting in this connection.
Discussion then turned to proposed amendment IS. JUdge
Brockley said he thought the present rule should be left alone.
Justice Graber stated that she agreed with this proposed
amendment. There was general agreement with this proposed
amendment.
Discussion then turned to proposed amendment #7. Justice
Graber said she was in agreement with the comment of Karen
Creason that the term "duces tecum" should be deleted throughout
section H, where it doesn't make sense. Justice Graber also
moved to change "injured party" to "person whose records are
sought," with which Mr. Hamlin stated his agreement.
There was also agreement that the first appearance of the word
"only," as proposed by the P&PC, should be deleted.
Discussion then turned to proposed amendment #8. There was
general agreement with Justice Graber's suggestion that the word
"requested" be added before "records." There was otherwise
general agreement with this proposed amendment.
There was general agreement that proposed amendments #9 and
#12 are acceptable in their present form.
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Discussion then turned to proposed amendment #10. Mr.
Phillips expressed concern that this proposal might be construed
to require 14 days advance notice of subpoenas for trial. He
added that he had no objection to the 14 days advance notice
requirement provided it is made clear that it applies only to
(iv). Mr. Jolles expressed agreement with this point. Mr.
Phillips said that he would submit some redrafting of this
provision to deal with this problem.
Discussion then turned to proposed amendment #11. Ms. Chase
explained that the purpose of this proposal was to place the
burden on requesting parties, rather than hospitals, to provide
additional copies to non-requesting parties who wanted them. Mr.
Hart then invited attention to the written comments of Ms.
Creason and Mr. Gaylord that for the original requesting party to
make and provide copies of protected medical records to other
parties might be illegal, since such additional distribution
would not be responsive to a court order. Ms. Chase commented
that the P&PC had not really considered the redisclosure problem.
Mr. Hart said that he opposed this proposal for essentially the
reason expressed by Ms. Creason. Judge Marcus expressed concern
that this proposal would make the party who first requested
records a kind of gatekeeper, who could then control the terms of
access on the part of other parties, with which point Justice
Graber stated agreement. This discussion concluded with the
members expressing disapproval of this proposed amendment.
Mr. Phillips stated he wished to give notice that, at the
September 10 meeting, he would move repeal of H(2(b(iv), which he
described as the genesis of the problems the Council has been
trying to solve in this area. The meeting was then recessed for
approximately 10 minutes. When the meeting reconvened, Mr. Hart
mentioned that there is a new appellate court opinion out dealing
with findings of fact, which he thought might have some bearing
on the proposal currently before the Council regarding findings
in rUlings on attorney fee petitions.

Aqenda :Item 4: Report of subcommittee on future of Council
(Bruce Hamlin). Mr. Hamlin, as chair of the subcommittee on the
Council's future, distributed a brief report prepared in response
to the bUdget note appended to the Council's 1993-95
appropriation bill (attached to these minutes). He noted that
the report recommends that the Council continue to exist and
function in its present form and also states that the Oregon
State Bar is not regarded as the appropriate place from which to
seek continued funding for the Council. He added that if the Bar
were asked to take over support for the Council, the staff
support would probably come from Bar Headquarters and not from
the UO Law School as in the past. Mr. Hamlin stated that if the
Council ap~roves the essential points of this summary report, his
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subcommittee would flesh it out with a longer report that goes
into matters of background and detail, to be submitted to the
Chair of the Emergency Board over Mr. Hart's signature by
September 1.
Mr. Susan Grabe, the OSB staff member in charge of
legislation and public policy, commented at some length to the
effect that the report should be "beefed up" to demonstrate the
precise ways in which the Council is needed, to explain in
greater detail exactly what it does, to stress its independence,
and to emphasize that it serves the citizens of Oregon, not just
lawyers. Mr. Hart expressed his and the Council's appreciation
for what he described as very valuable comments.· He asked her
whether some expressions of support might be obtained from the
OSB. She replied that she thought the Chair of the Procedure and
Practice committee might be willing to write a supporting letter,
and perhaps the Bar Counsel as well, although she could not make
commitments on behalf of other people. Mr. Cramer stated that
the report should highlight the savings in time and cost to the
Legislature that the Council provides.
Mr. Hamlin responded that he was well aware that a great
deal of persuasive lobbying would have to be done during the
leadup to the 1995 session, and did not regard even the fleshedout report to the Emergency Board as anything like the full
extent of the broad effort that must be made. Judge Marcus
stated his agreement with this thought, and pointed out that many
interests, such as the banks, are involved that are not part of
the Bar. Mr. Hart noted that, with the ORCP being now in
existence for many years, the Council should not be expected to
produce voluminous amendments every biennium, and should not be
jUdged as unimportant simply on the basis of its quantitative
work product sometimes being modest in scope. Mr. Phillips added
that he would support a full report along the lines of the
summary version presented at the meeting, and also stated that he
thought that serious separation-of-powers questions might arise
under the Oregon Constitution if the Council were a body of the
Legislature. This discussion concluded with an expression of
general support and approval for the summary report presented by
Mr. Hamlin.
Agenda rtem 5: Recommendation of OBB Procedure and Practice
Committee re voir dire--ORCP 57. Maury Holland noted that this

proposed amendment to ORCP 57 C (see materials at pp. 45-47
attached to minutes of July 16, 1994 meeting) was submitted some
time ago by the P&PC. This proposal was intended to bring
section 57 C into conformity with what an extensive survey by the
P&PC found to be the generally prevailing "fast track" procedure
in connection with jury voir dire.
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Judge Brockley stated that he liked the proposal, but said
he had concern that it might be a "lightning rod" for criticism
from some quarters that jUdges are too inclined to curtail
attorneys' freedom in conducting voir dire. Mr. Hart commented
that he thought this change was inevitable. Judge Marcus
expressed some reluctance about changing the rule in such a way
as to negate the right of attorneys to insist upon the
traditional method of juror-by-juror voir dire. Mr. Hamlin noted
that there are some cases where there is apparently concern about
juror privacy, but said this could be accommodated by the
discretionary feature of the proposed amendment. Mr. Lachenmeier
said he was concerned that the proposed amendment would allow
plaintiffs' attorneys to interact with jurors for a very
prolonged period of time before defendants' attorneys would get a
chance put in a word. Mr. Phillips said that he thought that
some improved drafting was needed, and agreed to undertake to do
that for distribution with the agenda of the September 10
meeting.
Agenda :Item 6: Query by Russell S. Abrams re ORCP 82 A.
There was general agreement that the Council should respond to
the query made by Mr. Abrams. Maury Holland stated that he
thought that the problem raised really derives from a perhaps
unfortunate per curiam opinion in Tamblyn, and that no change in
Rule 82 is called for. He added that in that opinion the Supreme
Court for some reason simply failed to square its holding that
security is mandatory with 82 A(6)'s provision that security may
be waived. He further added that, in his view, this was
something for the Court to clarify, if it so chooses, the next
time the issue is presented. There was general agreement that
Mr. Abrams' query did not warrant any amendment to Rule 82, and
Maury Holland said he would so inform him.
Agenda :Item 7: Other matters for consideration.
matters were raised for consideration.

No new

Agenda :Item 8: Old business. Judge Marcus said that he had
heard from Mr. Phil Goldsmith about a possible proposed amendment
to ORCP 32 F(3). He added that Mr. Goldsmith is consulting with
some of the groups who have expressed particular concern with
class action procedures. He further stated that if Mr. Goldsmith
is able to obtain agreement to the amendment he is formulating,
he will presumably touch base with Maury Holland so that
something can be distributed prior to the Sept. 10 meeting.
Agenda :Item 9:
raised.

New business.

ATrACHMENT A-7
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Agenda Item 10:
12:37 p.m.

Adjournment.

The meeting adjourned at

Respectfully submitted,

Maurice J. Holland
Executive Director

A'ITACHMENT A-8

STOEL RIVES BOLEY
JONES&CREY
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

SUITE 2300

STANDARD INSURANCE CENTER
900 SW FIFTH AVENUE
PORTLAND, OREGON 97204·1268
Telephone (503) 224·3380

Telecopier(503) 220·2480

Cable Lawport
Telex 703455
Writer's Direct Dial Number
(503) 294-9336

August 3, 1994

Mr. Maury Holland
University of Oregon
School of Law
Eugene, Oregon 97403-1221
Re:

Council on court Procedures

Dear Maury:
Thanks for the agenda and materials for the Council's
August 13 meeting. It was helpful to see the Practice and
Procedure recommendations on Rule 55 alongside those of the
Council. There are several matters not previously mentioned in
the subcommittee discussions which deserve comment:
1. Given the evolution of subpoenas to permit use of a
subpoena to obtain third-party documents without a person
appearance at some proceeding, the retention of the term "duces
tecum" in 55.H(2), H(2) (a) and H(2) (d) is no longer
appropriate--the provisions should apply to all hospital
records subpoenas, regardless of whether or not a personal
appearance is required.
2. The requirement of notice to the "injured party" and all
other parties which is found in H(2) (b) needs to be rephrased-the patient whose records are sought is not necessarily
"injured"; mental health, drug or alcohol treatment records are
often sought in custody cases, for example. The patient may
not even be a party. Records of persons involved in an incident
but who settled or who are technically not parties (e.g.
records of allegedly abused children sought in a
divorce/custody action) are often subpoenaed. Thus
substitution of the word "patient" or "person whose medical
records are sought" for "injured party" would be helpfUl. In
addition, the notice requirement should apply whether
production is to be with or without an appearance: either way
the patient needs an opportunity to object to disclosure of
his/her records. Such notice is mandatory under federal
ATI'AQlMENT A-9
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drug/alcohol record disclosure requirements.
I suggest
deleting "in accordance with this subparagraph" or substituting
"If the subpoena directs delivery of hospital medical records
•••• " as the leadin.
3. The placement of "only" in H(2) is rather important. For
the revisions to work, it must be clear that the provisions of
section H apply to all attempts to subpoena hospital medical
records, i.e. the restrictions and conditions of this section
cannot be circumvented by issuing a subpoena under some other
provision or section. "Hospital records may be obtained by
subpoena only as provided in this section" wouldheappropriate
wording.
4. While it doesn't pose a problem to hospitals, per se, you
should be aware that Practice and Procedures' proposed
H(2) (b) (1) and (1) (A) would put other participants in breach of
various laws protecting specific kinds of medical records since
those statutes and regulations mandate that there be no
"redisclosure" of records properly disclosed to designated
person(s) pursuant to a consent or court order, absent
additional consent or court order. If the court order or
consent doesn't permit disclosure to all the people who would
be given access under this provision, the person making the
redisclosure would be in violation of his/her legal duties.
(5) Finally, assuming the other changes proposed by the CCP
subcommittee are adopted, retention of section H(2)(c) probably
makes little sense: the court order or consent permitting the
disclosure will come before the protected records are mailed
and there is no need for provisions which assume protected
materials can be sent in sealed envelopes in response to any
subpoena with the sealed envelopes protected against opening by
the receiving party until an appropria e order is entered.
ely,

...:.-,-------

!I~ ..

Jaren /creason
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Maurice J. Holland
Executive Director
Council On Court Procedures
University of Oregon
School of Law
Eugene, Oregon 97403-1221
RE:

August 13, 1994 Council on Court Procedure Meeting

Dear Maury:
I regret to report that I will be unable to attend the August 13,
1994 meeting of the council which conflicts with the annual
Oregon Trial Lawyers Association Convention at Sunriver. I had
agreed to speak at the convention before I recognize the
conflict.
I am going to take a stab at expressing ~ views on the subjects
I know will be addressed at the meeting ~n this letter. It is my
understanding that no "final" votes to publish proposed changes
will occur before the September meeting, and no action of the
council will be truly final before the December meeting.
Here are my comments on the items I understand will be before the
council based on the current published agenda:
1. The council's subcommittee's proposed amendments to
ORCP 55 (changes Nos. 8, 9, and 12 of Attachment B to the
agenda). I would' favor and plan to vote 'for each of these
changes. I understand change No. 8 to be a clarification for the
benefit of hospitals, to resolve any apparent conflicts between
ORCP H(2) and laws (primarily federal) restricting their
disclosure of certain records. The amendment would make clear
that the hospitals are expected to obey such non-disclosure laws,
absent proof of an exception to such non-disclosure.
Amendment Nos. 9 and 12 appear to clarify ORCP H(2)(a) and ORCP
H(3)(a)(ii) to make clear that the records to be cop~ed and
provided by the hospital may be less than all of those described
in the subpoena and still be "responsive to" the subpoena, in
view of the federal restrictions.
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2. The OSB Practice and Procedure Committee proposed
changes to ORCP 55:
a. Change No. 1 of Attachment B: I oppose this
amendment. It would have the effect of reversing the burden of
going forward and requiring a party seeking production to start
over in order to get what they have already directly requested,
just because some other party makes an objection (which they
apparently do not have to support). I believe the intent of the
long standing rules for production of documents and things is
that the originals should be produced for inspection and copying
unless some other arrangement is made. I have had frequent
experiences requesting access to for example textbooks in the
possession of physicians or hospitals on subjects relevant to the
medical-legal issues in litigation. Invariably, attorneys for
the doctors and hospitals claim permitting access to their
libraries is unduly burdensome. However, I have never lost a
motion to compel such production, and when it was provided there
has never been any special burden at all on the defendant, and
the exercise has frequently produced important evidence. I am
afraid such requests will meet this new "objection" every time.
Of course it is often true that copies of various papers and
documents are good enough. In my experience this is handled
informally with a phone call or a letter and agreement that
copies will suffice. Existing mechanisms provide ample
opportunity for the responding party to object and be protected,
upon a proper showing, when the production of originals would be
unnecessary or unduly burdensome.
On review of Dennis Hubel's July 1, 1994 letter about this
change, he refers twice to "automatic amendment of the subpoena,"
but the concept is not defined, and nothing in the amendment
explains to me how it is suppose to be accomplished. As I read
the new language (and as I commented above), anytime the
subpoenaed party objects, the party issuing the subpoena will
have to take an additional step and serve an amended subpoena
indicating that they really mean it when they say they want to
see the original documents and/or to depose a person about them.
If I am not reading this correctly, perhaps someone can explain
how an automatic amendment of a subpoena takes place, how notice
of it is conveyed to other parties, and how it is served
effectively on the respondent.
b. OSB Practice and Procedure Committee proposed
Amendment No.2: If I understand this, I do not oppose it. It
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has been my assumption that subpoenas required service of the
witness fee to be enforceable whether or not personal attendance
was required. I assume this change is to make that clear.
However, I also assume that the witness fee, when paid to a
person who is not required to attend, is in lieu of minor costs
for copying and handling of records to be produced, or at least
an offset against such costs if they exceed the witness fee. If
this latter point is not clear in the current rule, perhaps
additional amendment is necessary.
No.3:

c. OSB Practice and Procedure Committee Amendment
No comment.

d. OSB Practice and Procedure Committee Amendment
No.4: I agree with the deletion of ORCP 55D(3)(d). Whoops I
After reading Maury's alternative amendment, I agree with it
instead.
No.5:

e.
I agree.

OSB Practice and Procedure Committee Amendment

f. OSB Practice and Procedure Committee Amendment
No.6: I disagree. I agree with Maury's comment that this is a
new and substantial change. I assume it is true that the reason
medical records have been treated differently for a long time is
that the lobby for medical providers is powerful, and the
problems involved in copying and sending medical records have
been met so many times they are institutionalized. Thus, it.
makes some sense to have a routine methodology for dealing with
copying, certifying, and distributing them in the least
burdensome way. The same cannot be said for ·the unlimited
category of other documents and things that would be subject to
this new rule, and there is therefore no basis for any comfort
that the "easy" way of handling such materials will work
reliably, will result in good compliance with the subpoena and
provision of accurate, trustworthy records and evidence, or in
the alternative, any way to tell when the stuff produced is not
accurate, complete, and bona fide.
I personally do not subscribe to the view, which may underlie
such efforts to streamline procedures, that everything we do as
lawyers and courts constitutes undue burden on each other or
society, especially business interests. I believe instead that
carefully monitored functioning systems for civil dispute
resolution, including th~ resources necessary to keep them moving
and effective, are leqitimate costs of doing business as a
A'ITACHMENT A-13
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society, and legitimate costs to business interests of doing
business in a society that is lawful.
Therefore, I think the presumptions should remain where they are,
i.e., that a subpoena to produce evidence requires a personal
appearance of the keeper of that evidence, and production of the
original evidence, unless the parties agree it is not necessary,
or a court so rules. There are too many true stories of records
or evidence being changed or invented, inadvertently or
otherwise, to reduce the whole process of discovery to an
exchange of copies by mail.
g. aSB Practice and Procedure Committee Amendment
No.7: I will oppose this change in its present form. In our
July meeting, those of us present agreed that the word "only"
should appear after "duces tecum" to make clear the intent (that
if subpoena duces tecum were used, then it could only be done in
accordance with this section). However, even with that
improvement, I am concerned now that some hospitals will take the
position that they do not have to produce records even to their
patient or patient's attorney except when subpoenaed. Therefore,
if the word "only" is going to be added to this sentence, it
should be made even more clear as follows: "Hospital records may
only be obtained by the presentation of a valid written
authorization from the patient or patient's legal representative
or by subpoena duces tecum as provided in this section.
Otherwise, leave out the word "only" and leave the sentence as it
was with a period after the word "section," a la "don't fix it if
it ain't broke."
h. aSB Practice and Procedure Committee Amendment
No. 10 on Attachmenf"" B: I agree.
L
OSB Practice and Procedure Committee Amendment
No. 11 of Attachment B: I have no problem with the first two of
the three parts of this change i.e., H(2)(b)(1), and
H(2)(b)(1)(A). This describes a procedure that is common place
and seems to work. However, I will vociferously oppose the third
part, i.e., H(2)(b)(2). The problem is this: In 21 years of
practicing law I do not believe I have ever received two
identical sets of records from the same medical provider~ even
when they have been copied by different persons on the same day.
"-Having explored this phenomenon with a number of medical records
clerks, administrators, physicians, and miscellaneous staff
persons, it is apparent that there are a number of unwritten
rules, mores, and pseudo-leaal authorities effecting what those
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people believe should be included in the response to a request
for medical records.
For example, someone (do I dare suggest their legal counsel) has
advised many of them that they are not required to pass along
medical records that did not originate in their facility even in
response to an unambiguous subpoena. Some medical records
personnel interpret this as permitting them to exclude
consultation reports from physicians they do not directly work
for, or e.g., radiology, laboratory, pathology, etc., or reports
from different parts of the medical facility. Some staff members
in multi-physician clinics even interpret it as excluding copies
of portions of a single medical chart that were entered by a
physician on-call for the primary care provider, or any other
person not the named physician whose records are identified in
the request or SUbpoena.
I do not know how to correct this very serious problem. But I
know restricting the number of times records can be obtained from
anyone provider is the wrong direction to move in. I am
convinced that any limitation on accessibility of medical
records, including, when necessary, repeat requests for copies at
later times during litigation, will only increase the provider's
current level of indifference to the completeness and accuracy of
what they copy and provide to the legal profession. To the
extent that the inaccurate copies we now receive are due to
completely innocent reasons, nevertheless, the only safeguard we
have is to acquire additional copies later.
3. Proposed changes to ORCP 57C by the OSB Practice
and Procedure Committee: I agree with the proposed change to
ORCP 57C, though I am not sure I agree with all of the
.. committee's reasons. My experience is that the so-called "fast
track" style of voir dire is usually more efficient and effective
than the old style of individual examination. However, I do not
agree with the premise that all things which reduce the time
taken by trials, or the time taken by attorneys to select a jury,
are good. As an aside, my impression is that trial judges
generally look with disdain on voir dire, no matter how quickly
or slowly or well or poorly it is done. As a trial lawyer, I am
sometimes tempted to ask "What else were you planning to use the
courtroom for on the day I needed to select a jury for my
client's trial?"
At any rate, I view the proposed amendment to ORCP 57C ~s
permitting the attorneys to in effect use their time to question
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jurors in whatever order they choose, including by the numbers
through the chairs. So long as no artificial time limit is
placed on the number of turns each side can take, or the total
time they can use, they should be free to use their turns and
their time as they choose.
In practical effect, most attorneys will learn to prefer the en
masse method; and they will find it is impossible to take very
long that way. To the extent that the proposed change removes a
perceived restriction on allowing that method, I favor it.
4. Maury Holland's memo of 5/28/94 regarding ORCP 82:
I have no feel for this issue at this point.
5. Old Business: If the discussion about amending
ORCP 68C to require some statement of the factual basis for an
award or refusal to award attorney fees is continued in this
meeting, I would continue to support such a change. I would
still prefer some language such as was attributed to me in the
last minutes, i.e., "if requested by any party effected by the
award or denial."
Sorry I have to miss this meeting.
Very truly yours,
GAYLORD & EYERMAN, P.C.

~~

William A. Gaylord
WAG:jki
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July 7, 1994

Maury Holland
School of Law, Room 311
University of Oregon
1101 Kincaid Street
Eugene, OR 97401
Re:

ORCP 5S Changes

Dear Maury:
I reviewed the draft of the revisions to ORCP S5 circulated by the Procedure and Practice
Committee with Dennis'Hubel's letter dated June 27, 1994. Although I reviewed all of the
proposed changes, I will only comment on those made to Section H. That is not to imply,
however, that I do not believe some additional work needs to be done on some of the other
suggested changes.

I believe the addition to Subsection H(2) deals with the problem fIrst raised by Karen Creason,
but I would move the new word "only· to the second line and put it after the word "tecum."
I applaud the Committee'S efforts to reduce paperwork for the hospital by proposing the changes
to Subsection H(2)(b), but I believe it also creates some additional problems. Some federal
regulations, for example, require that certain records may only be produced by "coun order".
That was one of the reasons for creationof the subpoena duces tecum procedure, rather than a
simple request for production, since a subpoena may for purposes of some regulatory
requirements be considered a court order. Some roles, however, also require that records once
disclosed by coun oIder may not be further disseminated without either further coun order or
following some defined procedure. I am concerned, therefore, that while the Hospital may be
safe in responding to the subpoena duces tecum, it may run afoul of regulatory limitations by
automatically copying other parties who request copies of the records.
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I do not have a solution to this problem, but it is one that the Council should consider.
Very truly yours,

THORP. PURDY. JEWElT.
URNESS & WILKINSON. P.C.

-s-:

Laurence E. Thorp
LET:kb
ec:
Karen Creason
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Memorandum
To:
From:
Date:
Subject:

Council on Court Procedures
Subcommittee on Future of the Council
August 13, 1994
Response to Budget Note

During the 1993 legislative session, the Council on Court Procedures was funded for the
1993-95 biennium, subject to the following budget note:
"The Council is directed to work with the House Interim Judiciary
Committee, the Senate Interim Judiciary Committee, and the Oregon State Bar to
develop recommendations by September 1, 1994 for changes in the substance and
process of the Council. The Committee directed the Council to report to the
Emergency Board on these recommendations."
A subcommittee consisting of Judge Janice Wilson (then a member of the Council), Bruce Hamlin
and John McMillan was appointed to consider an appropriate response to this budget note. The
subcommittee met, discussed the matter with legislative and bar leaders, and reached the following
conclusions:
(1.)

Not to recommend any changes in the substance or process of the Council; and

(2.)

To report to the Emergency Board (in respouse to its implied question) that the

Oregon State Bar is not the appropriate entity to fund the Council.
Each of those conclusions will require discussion at the August 13 meeting of the Council. It is
anticipated that the Council would adopte those conclusions, and then authorize the subcommittee
to prepare a more detailed draft of a report to be submitted by the Council's Chair to the Emergency
Board by September 1,1994.

BCH
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Attachment B

Amendments Proposed to ORCP 55
For Consideration at
September 10, 1994 Meeting of the
Council on Court Procedures

{N.B: We are now at or near the point where error
and confusion can creep in because multiple versions of
texts have been circulated reflecting different stages
of the amending process. The following text of Rule 55
replicates Attachment B to the Agenda of the August 13
meeting (i.e., Rule 55 as modified in accordance with
the proposals both of the Procedure and Practice
Committee ("P&PC") and of the Council's subcommittee)
as modified by me to reflect tentative actions by the
Council at its August 13 meeting, and as further
modified by Mike Phillips and me, in different
respects, following that meeting. To minimize the
possibility of confusion, the text below preserves the
marginal numeration used in Attachment B to identify
amendments proposed by the P&PC and those proposed by
our subcommittee, but these have been modified by me to
reflect the Council's tentative actions at the August
13 meeting.
The use of shading to show added language
and strikeout to show deleted language is keyed to the
unamended text of existing Rule 55, not to Attachment
B. If you wish to see how the Council's actions at its
August 13 meeting modify the original proposals of the
P&PC and those of our subcommittee, or how Mike and I
further propose that Rule 55 be amended, compare the
text below with aforesaid (i.e., not this present)
Attachment B. To avoid renumbering everything at this
point, the modifications proposed by Mike and me are not
identified by numbers in the margins, but simply by our
respective initials, "MP" and "MJH."
It seems to me nearly impossible, at least without
painful effort, to evaluate a number of related
amendments without seeing what the end product would
look like with all of them incorporated. Therefore, to
assist you in evaluating all of the proposed
amendments, including the further modifications
proposed by Mike and me, following the marked up text
below you will find another text, without the
distracting clutter of shadings, strikeouts and
marginal notations, showing all sections of Rule 55 as
they would appear if all amendments and further
modifications are approved by the Council. I have
omitted only sections of the rule as to which no
amendments or modifications are proposed.}
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{N.B: Below is the text ofRule 55 as it would
appear if all proposed amendments and modifications were adopted}

RULE 55: SUBPOENA

A subpoena is a writ or order
directed to a person commanding: (1) the attendance of
such person at a particular time and place to testify as
a witness on behalf of a particular party therein
specified, which may be joined with a command for
production of designated books, papers, documents, or
tangible things (hereinafter for all purposes of this
rule as "producible materials") by permitting their
inspection
and
copying
in
connection
with
such
attendance; or (2) that such person produce designated
producible materials by permitting their inspection and
copying at a particular time and place; or (3)that such
person produce designated producible materials by making
a copy thereof and furnishing the same by mailing to the
party issuing the
subpoena. A subpoena requiring
attendance to testify as a witness requires that the
wi tness remain until the testimony is closed unless
sooner discharged, but at the end of each day's
attendance a witness may demand of the party who issued
the subpoena payment of legal witness fees for the next
following day and if not then paid, the witness is not
obligated to remain longer in attendance. Every subpoena
shall state the name of the court and the title of the
action.
A.

Defined;

form.

B.
For production of producible materials by
permi tting their inspection and copying; mailing a copy.

A subpoena may command the person to whom it is directed
to produce designated producible materials in the
custody, possession, or control of the person subpoenaed
by permitting their inspection and copying at the time
and place specified therein, or may command such person
to make a copy thereof and furnish the same by mailing to
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the party issuing the subpoena.
A command to produce
producible materials and permit their inspection and
copying may be joined with a command to appear at trial,
hearing or deposition or, before trial, may be issued
separately. A person commanded to produce by permitting
inspection and copying of designated producible materials
or by making a copy thereof and furnishing the same by
mailing to the party issuing the subpoena, but not
commanded to appear for trial, hearing, or deposition,
. may, wi thin 14 days after service of the subpoena or
before the time specified for compliance if shorter,
serve upon the party or attorney designated in the
subpoena written objection to permitting inspection and
copying, or to making and mailing a copy, of any or all
of the designated materials.
If objection is made, the
person commanded to permit inspection and copying of such
materials or to make and mail a copy thereof shall not be
thus obligated except pursuant to an dder of the court in
whose name the subpoena was issued:"
If objection is
made, the party issuing the subpoena may, upon notice to
the person commanded to produce and to all other parties,
move at any time for an order to compel production. Upon
motion of the person commanded to produce, made promptly
and in any event at or before the time specified in the
subpoena for compliance therewith, the court in whose
name the subpoena was issued may quash or modify the
subpoena if it is unreasonable or oppressive.
Issuance.
(Text omitted because no amendments
are proposed to this section.)
C.

D.
Service; service on law enforcement agency;
service by mail; proof of service.

D ( 1)
Service by personal delivery.
Except as
provided in subsection (2) of this section, a subpoena
may be served by the party or any other person 18 years
of age or older. Service shall be made by delivering a
copy of the subpoena to the person subpoenaed and, if it
commands appearance to testify at a trial, hearing, or
deposition, shall be accompanied by payment or tender of
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the fees to which such person is entitled for travel to
and from the place designated for attendance, together
with one day's attendance fee.
Service must be made so
as to allow the person subpoenaed a reasonable time for
preparation and travel to the place of attendance. Unless
the court orders a shorter period, a copy of a subpoena
commanding
production
of
producible
materials
by
permitting their inspection and copying or by making a
copy thereof and furnishing the same by mailing to the
party issuing the subpoena, but not commanding appearance
at a trial, hearing, or deposition, shall be served on
each party at least seven days before the date of service
on the person required to produce and shall not require
production less than 14 days following said date.
D (2 )

Service on law enforcement agency .

omitted because
subsection. )

no

amendments

are

proposed

(Text
to this

D(3)
Service by mail.
D(3) (a) Service by mail of a subpoena on a person to
testify at a trial, hearing, or deposition shall have the
same legal force and effect as personal service otherwise
authorized by this
section provided the
attorney
certifies in connection with or upon return of the
service that: (i) the attorney, or the attorney's agent,
has had personal or telephone contact with said person
and said person indicated a willingness to appear at the
trial, hearing, or deposition if subpoenaed; (ii) the
attorney, or the attorney's agent, made arrangements for
payment to the person of fees and mileage satisfactory
thereto; (iii) the SUbpoena was mailed to the person
subpoenaed more than 10 days before trial by certified
or other category of mail providing a receipt therefor
signed by the addressee, and; (iv) the attorney received
a return receipt thus signed more than three days prior
to the trial, hearing, or deposition.
D(3) (b)
A subpoena commanding production of
designated producible materials by permitting their
inspection and copying or by making a copy thereof and
furnishing the same by mailing to the party issuing such
subpoena and not accompanied by command to appear at a
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trial, hearing, or deposition, may be served by mail on
the person subpoenaed with the same legal force and
effect as personal service otherwise authorized by this
section, provided that: (i) mailing is by certified or
other category of mail providing a return receipt signed
by the addressee acknowledging the time and date the
subpoena was received, and; (ii) the attorney certifies
in connection with or upon the return of service that the
reasonable costs of such making and mailing, together
with one day's witness attendance fee, even though no
attendance is commanded, have been paid or tendered to
the person subpoenaed.
A copy of a subpoena served
pursuant to this paragraph shall be served on each party
by mailing or other means of delivery at least seven days
before such subpoena is served on the person subpoenaed.
Service pursuant to this pargraph of a subpoena, which
shall not require production less than 14 days from the
date of such service,
need not comply with the
certification
requirement
for
service pursuant
to
paragraph (a) of this subsection.
D(4)
Proof of service. Proof of service of a
subpoena is made in the same manner as proof of service
of a summons.

(Text
omitted because no amendments have been proposed to this
section.)
E.

Subpoena for hearing or trial; prisoners.

F.
Subpoena for taking depositions or requiring
production of producible materials; place of examination;
production by mailing.

F(l)
Subpoena for taking deposition.
Proof of
service of a notice to take a deposition as provided in
Rules 39 C and 40 A, or of notice of subpoena to command
production of producible materials before trial as
provided in section D of this rule or a certificate that
such notice will be served if the subpoena can be served,
constitutes sufficient authorization for issuance by a
clerk of court of subpoenas for the persons named or
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described therein.
F(2) Place of examination. A resident of this state
not a party to the action may be required by subpoena to
attend an examination or to produce books producible
materials by permitting their inspection and copying only
in the county wherein such person resides, is employed,
transacts business in person, or at such other convenient
place as is fixed by an order of court. A non-resident
of this state not a party to the action may be required
by subpoena to attend an examination or to produce
producible materials only in the county wherein such
person is served with a subpoena, or at such other
convenient place as is fixed by an order of court.
F(3)
Production without examination or deposition.
Providing the· certification requirement of paragraph
D(3) (b) of this rule is complied with, a subpoena
commanding production of producible materials and not
commanding appearance at a trial, hearing, or deposition,
may at the option of the person subpoenaed be complied
wi th by such person either permitting inspection and
copying of originals thereof at the time and place
specified in the subpoena or by making a copy thereof and
furnishing the same by mailing to the party issuing the
subpoena at the address specified in the subpoena. When
compliance is by making and mailing a copy there shall be
included therewith a certificate signed by the person
subpoenaed certifying that it is a true copy of all items
commanded to be produced or, if of fewer than all such
items the reason therefor.
G. Disobedience of subpoena; refusal to be sworn or
answer as a witness.
(Text omitted because no amendments

have been proposed to this section.)
H.

Hospital Records

H(l) Hospital. As used in this section, unless the
context otherwise requires, "hospital" means a health
care facility as defined in ORS 442.015(14) (a) through
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(d) and licensed under ORS 441.015 through 441.097, and
community health programs established under ORS 430.610
through 430.700.
H(2) MOde of comp1iance. A copy of hospital records
may be obtained by subpoena only as provided in this
section.
However, if disclosure of such records is
restricted or otherwise limited by state or federal law,
such records shall not be disclosed in response to a
subpoena unless the requirements of the pertinent law
have been complied with and such compliance is evidenced
by an appropriate court order or execution of an
appropriate consent by the person a copy of whose records
is sought. Absent such court order or consent, production
of a copy of the requested records not so protected shall
be considered production of the records responsive to the
subpoena.
If an appropriate court order or consent by
the person a copy of whose records are sought accompanies
the subpoena, then production of a copy of all requested
records shall be considered compliance with the subpoena.
H(2) (a) Except as provided in subsection (4) of this
section, when a subpoena is served on a custodian of
hospital records in an action to which the hospital is
not a party and the subpoena requires production of a
copy of all or part of the records of the hospital
relating to the care or treatment of the person a copy of
whose records of care or treatment is sought, it is
sufficient compliance
therewith
if such custodian
delivers by mail or otherwise a true copy of all
requested records in compliance with the subpoena within
fi ve days after receipt thereof.
The copy may be by
photographic or microphotographic reproduction.
H(2) (b) The copy of the records shall be separately
enclosed in a sealed envelope or wrapper on which the
title and name of the action, name of the person a copy
of whose records is sought, and the date of the subpoena
are clearly inscribed. The sealed envelope or wrapper
shall be enclosed in an outer envelope or wrapper and
sealed. The outer envelope or wrapper shall be addressed
as follows:
(i) if the subpoena directs attendance in
court, to the clerk of the court, or to the judge thereof
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if there is no clerk; (ii) if the subpoena directs
attendance at a deposition or other hearing, to the
officer administering the oath for the deposition or
hearing at the place designated in the subpoena for the
deposition or hearing or at the officer's place of
business; (iii) in other cases involving a hearing, to
the officer or body conducting the haring at the official
place of business.
H(2) (c)
After filing and after giving reasonable
notice in writing to all parties who have appeared of the
time and place of inspection, the copy of the records may
be inspected by any party or the attorney of a party in
the presence of the custodian of the court files or the
officer administering the oath at a deposition or
hearing, but otherwise shall remain sealed and shall be
opened only at the time of trial, deposition, or other
hearing at the direction of the judge, officer, or body
conducting the proceeding.
Copies of records shall be
opened in the presence of all parties who have appeared
in person or by counsel at the trial, deposition, or
hearing. Copies of records not introduced in evidence or
required as part of the record shall be returned to the
custodian of hospital records providing them.
H (2) (d)
For purposes of this section a subpoena to
a custodian of hospital records may be served by first
class mail.
Service of a subpoena by mail persuant to
this section shall not be subject to the requirements of
subsection D(3) of this rule.
H(3)

Aff:i.dav:i.t of custod:i.an of records.

H(3) (a)
A copy of records described in subsection
(2)
of this section shall be mailed or delivered
accompanied by an affidavit of their custodian stating in
substance that: (i) the affiant is a duly authori zed
custodian of the records requested to be copied and has
authority to certify such copy; (ii) the copy as mailed
or delivered is a true copy of all records in complaince
with the subpoena; (iii) the records copied were prepared
by personnel of the hospital, staff physicians, or
persons acting under control of either, in the ordinary
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course of hospital business, at or near the time of the
act, condition, or event described or referred to
therein.
H(3(b)
If the hospital has none of the records the
mailing or delivery of a copy of which would comply with
the subpoena, or only some portion thereof, the affiant
shall so state in the affidavit and shall mail or deliver
only a copy of those records of which the affiant has
custody.
H(3) (c) When more than one person has knowledge of
the facts required to be stated in the affidavit, more
than one affidavit may be used.
Personal attendance of custodian of records may
be required.
H(4) (a)
The personal attendance of a custodian of
hospi tal records and production of original hospital
records is required if a subpoena duces tecum contains
the following statement:
H (4)

The personal attendance of a custodian of hospital
records and production of original records is required by
this subpoena.
The procedure authorized by Oregon Rule
of Civil Procedure 55 H(2) shall not be deemed sufficient
compliance with this subpoena.
H(4) (b)
If more than one subpoena duces tecum is
served on a custodian of hospital records and personal
attendance is required under each pursuant to paragraph
(a) of this subsection, the custodian shall be deemed the
witness of the party serving the first such subpoena.
H(5)
Tender and payment of fees.
Nothing in this
section requires tender or payment of more than one
witness and mileage fee or other charge absent agreement
to the contrary.
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August 23, 1994

Maury Holland
School of Law
University of Oregon
Eugene, OR 97403
Re:

ORCP 55

Dear Maury:
The Procedure and Practice Committee proposed modification
of ORCP 55.H by the addition of subparts H(2)(b)(1), including a
subpart (A), and H(2)(b)(2).
Those subsections are designed to
affect two concerns brought before the Council in 1992.
Those
are that the existing methodology, which allows subpoenas of
hospital records to attorneys' offices may result in the use of
jUdicial process to obtain privately used information if there is
not some procedure by which that information is to be shared with
other parties.
Secondly, experience has indicated that use of
the subpoena to attorneys' offices results in multiple subpoenas
issued to the hospitals, with resultant multiple reproduction of
the records. The Procedure and Practice Committee placed the
burden on the party to provide copies and would effectively bar
multiple requests for copies.
The objectives are worthwhile.
The procedures suggested, particularly H(2)(b)(2), are
fraught with problems. Those are inextricably tied to ORS
41.930, which is an evidentiary statute making a copy of the
records obtained under ORCP 55H admissible as though the
custodian appeared. The Procedure and Practice Committee's
proposal would almost always inject an attorney for one of the
parties into the "chain of custody" of those admissible copies,
while at the same time precluding other parties from obtaining
such evidence for trial, independent of the initial acquisition.
The first proposal to the Council to address the two
concerns of the Procedure and Practice Committee was a proposal
from Art Johnson on March 16, 1992. That proposal was that the
rule require delivery to a court reporter, and that the reporter
could then make true copies for each litigant and retain the
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original copy to be used, if necessary, as a trial exhibit. A
copy of his letter is enclosed.
That letter was roughly
contemporaneous with a memorandum from Karen Creason, addressing
concerns on behalf of the Hospital Association. Ms. Creason
suggested a modification of the rule to provide that hospital
records could only be subpoenaed for production at a trial,
hearing or deposition, which would allow a jUdicial officer to
take charge of the records. A copy of that memo is enclosed.
Fred Merrill recognized that the concerns for efficiency and
limitation on multiple requests, as well as access by all
litigants raised by Mr. Johnson's letter, and the concerns of the
Hospital Association, could each be met by elimination of the
authority to subpoena hospital records to an attorney's office.
As a result, by memo dated March 12, 1992, Mr. Merrill proposed
an amendment deleting 55.H(2)(b)(iv). A copy of that memo is
enclosed.
If we are to address the worthwhile objectives of the
Procedure and Practice Committee to assure that all litigants get
copies of hospital records, and to reduce the number of needless
requests to the hospitals, Mr. Merrill's suggested amendment
remains, in my view, the best proposal.
As a result, as I
indicated at our last meeting, it is my intention to move that
ORCP 55 be amended by the deletion of H(2)(b)(iv).
This amendment has an additional benefit in squaring
practice with the requirements of the rule.
It is my observation that the general practice under the
subpoena to an office procedure of (iv) is that upon receipt of
the records the attorneys open them.
Some of those attorneys,
on request, will forward copies to other parties. It appears to
me that 55.H(2)(c), providing for the inspection of hospital
records produced under 55.H does not contemplate such private
inspection. Instead, it requires notice to the parties and
opening in the presence of a custodian of the court files. By
that provision, the rule presently contemplates that there may be
equal access to the records. As noted, that section, in my
observation, is observed almost universally in the breach. The
commentary to the original code indicates that the sentence was
added to "c" at the time of adoption of the original code to
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allow for inspection of the documents prior to trial or
deposition, a procedure which did not exist in the pre-existing
statutes.
In the context of the hospital records procedure, a sUbpoena
to a deposition works no hardship. The custodian is not required
to appear. The meaning of such a supboena to deposition is only
that the records are delivered ultimately to a court reporter,
who assumes responsibility for them. That procedure has the
benefit of getting them opened according to the rule, giving all
parties access to the records, and retaining a set of records
which is useful under DRS 41.930, and thus eliminating a need for
multiple subpoenas to trial.
Mr. Merrill's draft in 1992 was a
good idea then and it remains a good idea today.
Best regards.

/

MVP:vh
Enclosures
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oregon Association of Hospitals
Bldg. 2, Suite 100
4000 Kruse Way Place
Lake Oswego, OR 97035
Gentlemen:
Hospitals, clinics, and individual physicians in the
state of Oregon are regularly required to incur expense and
inconvenience because of the present practices of obtaining
medical records for purposes of litigation. A simple change in
the oregon Rules of Civil Procedure could significantly reduce
that workload.
Whether the claim has resulted from a motor vehiCle
collision, a defective product, or professional negligence, the
parties require accurate and complete copies of the medical
records.
At the present time it is common for plaintiff's counsel
to obtain some or all of the medical records before an action is
filed. Once the suit is filed, each defendant normally secks,
through a sUbpoena duces tecum, to obtain another complete
record. Then at or prior to trial another sUbpoena will usually
be issued requiring the medical provider to deliver a third set
of records for the trial. In some cases I've seen, the medical
provider has been required to produce the same set of records as
many as 7 times.
To reduce the inconvenience and expense imposed upon the
medical providers, I have for many years urged opposing counsel
to cooperate and to obtain the records only one time. The
procedure is to subpoena one set of the records early on and have
that copy delivered in a sealed envelope, in reRponse to the
subpoena, to a certified court reporter. The court reporter
then makes true copies for each of the litigants and retains the
original copy furnished by the medical provider, in a sealed
envelope for trial. Not only does this practice obviate repeated
inconvenience and expense to the medical provider, it is also
more convenient and less expensive for the litigants.
I havp hAPn frustrated however, in that I find that only
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occasionally will opposing counsel agree to such a procedure.
Rather, each attorney tends to want to seek his or her own set of
records ..
I am proposing to the Council on Court Procedure that
the Oregon Rules of civil Procedure be amended specifically
providing for such a procedure. Once an action is filed, any of
the litigants has a right to SUbpoena a copy of the records.
Out
the subpoena would require that the set of records provided by
the medical provider, in response to the ::;ubpoena, not silnply be
sent to the office of the attorney issuing the subpoena, but
rather, go to a court reporter. 'rhe reporter would make a record
of having received the medical records in a sealed envelope and
duly provide a true copy thereof to each litigant entitled to a
copy. The reporter would then preserve the original set of
records in a sealed envelope to be used a::; the trial exhibit.

While I have on some occasions persuaded opposing
counsel .to follow this procedure, and it has worked without a
hitch, and with savings to all involved,
I continue to be
frustrated that many counsel are unwilling to so cooperate. I
am troubled about the addition;,l expense, the waste of paper, and
waste of time that results.
Our office will be presenting a proposal to the Council
on court Procedure that promulgates amendments to the Oregon
Rules of Civil Procedure and we suggest that your respective
organizations consider the proposal and lend support.
If you or representatives of your respective
organizations have any interest in discussing the matter or
helping to refine the proposal, I would be pleased to hear from
you.
Sincerely,

--(i.r-IJ
.
-{ifl
Ar

ACJ/ng
cc: Jan Baisch
Jeff Foote

ur

Jo

Larry Wobbrock
Charlie Williamson
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TO:

FRED MERRILL

COUNCIL

O~

COURT PROCEDURES

FROM:

KAREN le. CREASON

RE:

RulQ SSt

Discovery ot Hospital Records

As you know from our prior conversations, r represent
the Hospital hBGOci~tion, and in that capacity had occasion to
review last year's chanqea to Rule 55.
r am COncarn&d that the
changc5 ma6e to Rule 55 to allow compolled production or
nonparty records by subpoena, unrelated to any trial, hearing or
dQpo~ition, would create undecirablQ impaota ir appliQd to
production of hospital records.
Pre-existinq Rule 5~H allowed hoapitals to respond to
record subpoenaG without thO pQroonal appearanco of tho
cU8todian only in " apecirio manner, .i......1I1..... by It.. nding ilIellled,
c.rti!i~d oopiea ot tho record. to th~ prosiding otticer o! the
procoeding. It all~wed thOltQ ltealed recordS to b. opened only
und~r controlled circumstances.
ThQ expariltion or section F Which I understand _as intended to permit a party to compel
production or non-H~apital nonparty r~cord" Without a ha~rinq
or deposition - has created problems ror hospita19 beCAUse the
changes in that qonaral soction did not cloarly exclUde use or
that section to obt~in hOGpltal recordd.
(oespito retention or
55H concerning hospital records, nothing appearn to praC1UdQ
alternative usc or the nev mora liberal provisions or 5SY.)
Under the revised s~ction F, hospitals vould have the burden to
rile formal objoct~Jn8 vith the court in all casos vhero they
r ..ceivQ Much a subp-~ena ir the aubatantlve phyaic:ian-pati.. nt
privilQq.. a or o;peci."l toderal protaction. or cQrtain Xindg at
rocords havQ not be-an vaived by patient concent; or jUdicial
proceGS about vhich the hospital io unliXolY to bo informed.
The usa ot£0otion ~ to subpoena hospital rccord~ would thUD
croat.. three und•• i:::-able ottecto:
(1) it ,",auld ultimately be
rutile tor tho Dubp-Jcnainq party: (2) it would increase
hospital coots in t111ng the objections; and (3) i t vould clog
oourt ~otion docke~a.
S~H

'-'"

the

I believQ the .olution is throe-part:
(1) to mAko
ot 8ubpoenainq hospital rocorda1 (2)

~un!ye ~)AnS
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•

within S~ to clearly stato, contrary to provisions of
Section F, that hoapital records cannot b. Ilubpo.nao.d for
production vithout a rolatod trial, hearing ordapoaition to
provide tnQ presiding orficer to tak. charge of tho acaled,
racord~; and (J) to clarify the provision", conoerning the
circum&tanCQS under which tho aeal¢d records may bo open.d, in
a Yay which continues to allow hocpital. to ~end the aoal&d
recorda into the jUdicial system.in an economical way and
... aura'" that thoy ar_ openact and ro.l .. o.... d by tho jUd.1cial
recipient only under proper circum&tancao.
oonc.rn",.

I have enclosed'a draft WhisK I think addresses thos ..
-~/ .

-: tCl.-A~

\

• Cr.....aon
cc:

Mr. Dan Fiold, OreQon A6&ociation of

Hospital~

.........
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if the su~poena directs attendance in court, to the clerk of the
court, or to the judge thereof if there is no clerk; (ii) if the
SUbpoena directs attendance at a deposition or other hearing, to
the officer administering the oath for the deposition, at the
place designated in the subpoena for the taking of the deposition
or at the officer's place of business; (iii) in other cases
involVing a hearing, to the officer or body cor.ducting the
hearing at the official place of business[; (iv) if no hearing is~ ;V::)1£
schedUled, to the attorney or party issuing the SUbpoena].
If
~c~§7.T
the SUbpoena directs delivery of the records in accordance with
this subparagraph, then a copy of the subpoena shall be served on
the injured party not less than 14 days prior to service of the
subpoena on the hospital.

* *

*

*

H.(4)
Limitation of use of SUbpoena to produce hospital
records without command f~~ appearance; [P]~ersonal attendance of
custOdian of records may be requir~d.
H.C~l Cal
Hospital records may not be subject to a subpoena
commanding production of such records other than in connection
with a d~9sition, hearing, or trial.

H.(4)[(a)]LQl The personal attendance of a custodian of
hospital records and the- production of original hospital records
is required if the SUbpoena duces tecum contains the following
:;tatement:
The personal attendance of a custodian of hospital records
and the production of original records is required by this
subpoena. The procedure authorized pursuant to oregon Rule of
civil Procedure 55 H. (2) shall not be deemed s uf r i.c Lerrt;
compliance with this subpoena.
H.(4)[(h)]1£L If more than one subpoena duces tecum is
served on a custodian of hospital records and personal attendance
is required under each pursuant to paragraph (a) of this
subsection, the custodian shall be deemed to be the witness of
the party serving the first such SUbpoena.

*

...

*

*

FRM:gh
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TIME FOR FILING PLEADINGS OR MOTIONS
RULE 15
A. Time for filing motions and pleadings. A motion or
answer to the complaint or third party complaint and the reply to
a counterclaim or answer to a crossclaim [OF a party sHffimoaea
uaaer the pro~isieas OF Rule 22 D] shall be filed with the clerk
by the time required by Rule 7 C(2) to appear and defend. Any
other motion or responsive pleading shall be filed not later than
10 days after service of the pleading moved against or to which
the responsive pleading is directed.
B.

Pleading after motion.

B(l) If the court denies a motion, any responsive pleading
required shall be filed within 10 days after service of the
order, unless the order otherwise directs.
B(2) If the court grants a motion and an amended pleading is
allowed or required, such pleading shall be filed within 10 days
after service of the order, unless the court otherwise directs.
C. Responding to amended pleading. A party shall respond
to an amended pleading within the time remaining for response to
the original pleading or within 10 days after service of the
amended pleading, whichever period may be the longer, unless the
court otherwlse directs.
D. Enlarging time to plead or do other act. The court may,
in its discretion, and upon such terms as may be just, allow an
answer or reply to be made, or allow any other pleading or motion
after the time limited by the procedural rules, or by an order to
enlarge such time.
COUNCIL ACTION

The Council voted (13 - 3) at its 4/16/94 meeting
tentatively to adopt the OSB Practice & Procedure Committee's
proposed amendment to ORCP 15 A. That Committee felt that "there
appears to be some confusion over the amount of time a party has
to file a reply to a counterclaim, stating that some attorneys
appear to read ORCP 15 A as indicating 30 days and others say
that the reply to a counterclaim of a party summoned under the
provisions of ORCP 22 D is the only reply that is entitled to a
30-day time frame."
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COUNTERCLAIMS I CROSS-CLAIMS I
AND THIRD PARTY CLAIKS
RULE 22

A. Counterclaims.
A(l) Each defendant may set forth as many counterclaims,
both legal and equitable, as such defendant may have against a
plaintiff.
A(2) A counterclaim mayor may not diminish or defeat the
recovery sought by the opposing party. It may claim relief
exceeding in amount or different in kind from that sought in the
pleading of the opposing party.
B. Cross-claim against codefendant.
B(l) In any action where two or more parties are joined as
defendants, any defendant may in such defendant's answer allege a
cross-claim against any other defendant. A cross-claim asserted
against a codefendant must be one existing in favor of the
defendant asserting the cross-claim and against another
defendant, between whom a separate jUdgment might be had in the
action and shall be: (a) one arising out of the occurrence or
transaction set forth in the complaint; or (b) related to any
property that is the subject matter of the action brought by
plaintiff.
B(2) A cross-claim may include a claim that the defendant
against whom it is asserted is liable, or may be liable, to the
defendant asserting the cross-claim for all or part of the claim
asserted by the plaintiff.
B(3) An answer containing a cross-claim shall be served upon
the parties who have appeared.
C. Third party practice.
C(l) After commencement of the action, a defending party, as
a third party plaintiff, may cause a summons and complaint to be
served upon a person not a party to the action who is or may be
liable to the third party plaintiff for all or part of the
plaintiff's claim against the third party plaintiff as a matter
of right not later that 90 days after service of the plaintiff s
summons and complaint on the defending party. Otherwise the third
party plaintiff must obtain agreement of parties who have
appeared and leave of court. The person served with the summons
and third party complaint, hereinafter called the third party
defendant, shall assert any defenses to the third party
plaintiff's claim as provided in RUle 21 and ~~~i~~
counterclaims against the third party plainti£r'ana~2¥oss-claims
against other third party defendants as provided in [see~ieBs A
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aad B af] this rule. The third party defendant may assert against
the plaintiff any defenses which the third party plaintiff has to
the plaintiff s claim. The third party defendant may also assert
any claim against the plaintiff arising out of the transaction or
occurrence that is the sUbject matter of the plaintiff's claim
against the third party plaintiff. The plaintiff may assert any
claim against the third party defendant arising out of the
transaction or occurrence that is the sUbject matter of the
plaintiff's claim against the third party plaintiff, and the
third party defendant thereupon shall assert the third party
defendant's defenses as provided in Rule 21 and i&1M~~*~~ the
third party defendant's counterclaims and cross-d'Ia'ims····alt·
provided in this rule. Any party may move to strike the third
party claim, or for its severance or separate trial. A third
party may proceed under this section against any person not a
party to the action who is or may be liable to the third party
defendant for all or part of the claim made in the action against
the third party defendant.
C(2) A plaintiff against whom a counterclaim has been
asserted may cause a third party to be brought in under
circumstances which would entitle a defendant to do so under
sUbsection C(l) of this section.
D. Joinder of additional parties.

0(1) Persons other than those made parties to the original
action may be made parties to a counterclaim or cross-claim in
accordance with the provisions of Rules 28 and 29.
0(2) A defendant may, in an action on a contract brought by
an assignee of rights under that contract, join as parties to
that action all or any persons liable for attorney fees under ORS
20.097. As used in this subsection "contract" includes any
instrument or document evidencing a debt.
0(3) In any action against a party joined under this section
of this rule, the party joined shall be treated as a defendant
for purposes of service of summons and time to answer under Rule
7.

E. separate trial. Upon motion of any party or on the
court's own initiative, the court may order a separate trial of
any counterclaim, cross-claim, or third party claim so alleged if
to do so would: (1) be more convenient; (2) avoid prejudice; or
(3) be more economical and expedite the matter.
COUNCIL ACTION

The council unanimously voted (5/14/94 Minutes, p. 4)
tentatively to adopt Rudy Lachenmeier's proposed amendments to
ORCP 22 C(l) deleting "sections A and B of" in the fourteenth
ATTACHMENT C-4

line and inserting "may assert" in the twelfth and twenty-fifth
lines.
See following discussion and action taken at the Council's
May 14, 1994 meeting:
Mr. Lachenmeier said that the letter he received from
Bruce Hamlin .•• together with his own examination of
some pertinent CLE materials, strongly convinced him
that the two appearances of "shall" in the present text
of 22 C(l), in contrast to the use of "may" elsewhere
in this sUbsection, create a potentially serious
ambiguity that should be corrected. He also expressed
concern about the fact that, entirely independent of
the language of this sUbsection, there probably are
certain kinds of counterclaims that are made compulsory
by decisional law respecting finality of judgments, and
said that it might be helpful if a comment to this rule
were added to provide warning about this. He moved
that 22 C(l) be amended in accordance with the draft he
had prepared and circulated to members at the beginning
of this meeting [see above rule with proposed
amendments]. He noted that, in addition to the two
insertions of "may assert" to govern counterclaims and
cross-claims asserted by third-party defendants, his
draft would also delete the needless, and hence
possibly confusing, reference in the concluding portion
of the third sentence of this subsection to "sections A
and B," so that the conclusion of this sentence would
read: "as provided in this rule." This motion was
seconded by JUdge Marcus. Following brief discussion
this motion carried by unanimous vote.
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TRIAL PROCEDURE
RULE 58
A. Order of proceedings on trial by the court. Trial by the
court shall proceed in the order prescribed in subsections (1)
through (4) of section B of this rule, unless the court, for
special reasons, otherwise directs.

[B]~. Order of proceedings on jury trial.
When the jury has
been selected and sworn, the trial, unless the court for good and
sUfficient reason otherwise directs, shall proceed in the
following order:
[B]~(l) The plaintiff shall concisely state plaintiff s case
and tne issues to be tried; the defendant then, in like manner,
shall state defendant's case based upon any defense or
counterclaim or both.
[B]~(2) The plaintiff then shall introduce the evidence on
plaintiff's case in chief, and when plaintiff has concluded, the
defendant shall do likewise.

[B]~(3) The parties respectively then may introduce rebutting
evidence only, unless the court in furtherance of justice permits
them to introduce evidence upon the original cause of action,
defense, or counterclaim.
[B]~(4) When the evidence is concluded, unless the case
sUbmitted by both sides to the jury without argument, the
plaintiff shall commence and conclude the argument to the
The plaintiff may waive the opening argument, and if the
defendant then argues the case to the jury, the plaintiff
have the right to reply to the argument of the defendant,
otherwise.

is
jury.
shall
but not

[B]~(5) Not more than two counsel shall address the jury in
behalt of the plaintiff or defendant; the whole time occupied in
behalf of either shall not be limited to less than two hours.

[B]Q.(6)
The court then shall charge the jury.
:.;.,;
[e]~. separation of jury before submission of cause;
admonition. The jurors may be kept together in charge of a

proper officer, or may, in the discretion of the court, at any
time before the submission of the cause to them, be permitted to
separate; in either case, they may be admonished by the court
that it is their duty not to converse with any other person, or
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among themselves, on any sUbject connected with the trial, or to
express any opinion thereon, until the case is finally submitted
to them.
[B]~. Proceedings if juror becomes sick.
If, after the
forma€ion of the jury, and before verdict, a juror becomes sick,
so as to be unable to perform the duty of a juror, the court may
order such juror to be discharged. In that case, unless an
alternate juror, seated under Rule 57 F, is available to replace
the discharged juror or unless the parties agree to proceed with
the remaining jurors, a new juror may be sworn, and the trial
begin anew; or the jury may be discharged, and a new jury then or
afterwards formed.

COUNCIL ACTION

The Council voted unanimously (4/16/94 Minutes, pp. 4,5)
tentatively to adopt Bruce Hamlin's proposal to amend ORCP 58 and
ORCP 69. The text of former 69 C was moved to ORCP 58 B in order
to emphasize that the procedures for a default order or jUdgment
contained in the remainder of ORCP 69 do not apply to a party
that fails to appear at trial.
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DEFAULT ORDERS AND JUDGMENTS
RULE 69

A. Entry of order of default. When a party against whom a
jUdgment for affirmative relief is sought has been served with
summons pursuant to Rule 7 or is otherwise subject to the
jurisdiction of the court and has failed to plead or otherwise
defend as provided in these rUles, the party seeking affirmative
relief may apply for an order of default. If the party against
whom an order of default is sought has filed an appearance in the
action, or has provided written notice of intent to file an
appearance to the party seeking an order of default, then the
party against whom an order of default is sought shall be served
with written notice of the application for an order of default at
least 10 days, unless shortened by the court, prior to entry of
the order of default. These facts, along with the fact that the
party against whom the order of default is sought has failed to
plead or otherwise defend as provided in these rules, shall be
made to appear by affidavit or otherwise, and upon such a
showing, the clerk or the court shall enter the order of default.

B. Entry of default jUdgment.

B(1) By the court or the clerk. The court or the clerk upon
written application of the party seeking judgment shall enter
judgment when:
B(i) (a) The action arises upon contract;
B(1) (b) The claim of a party seeking jUdgment is for the
recovery of a sum certain or for a sum which can be computation
be made certain;
B(1) (c) The party against whom jUdgment is sought has been
defaulted for failure to appear;
B(1)(d) The party against whom judgment is sought is not a
minor or an incapacitated person as defined by ORS 126.003(4) and
such fact is shown by affidavit;
B(1)(e) The party seeking judgment submits an affidavit of
the amount due;
B(1) (f) An affidavit pursuant to sUbsection B(3) of this
rUle has been submitted; and
B(1)(g) Summons was personally served within the State of
oregon upon the party, or an agent, officer, director, or partner
of a party, against whom jUdgment is sought pursuant to Rule 7
D(3) (a) (i), 7 D(3) (b) (i), 7 D(3) (e) or 7 D(3) (f).
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B(2) By the court. In all other cases, the party seeking a
jUdgment by default shall apply to the court therefore, but no
jUdgment by default shall be entered against a minor or an
incapacitated person as defined by ORS 126.003(4) unless the
minor or incapacitated person has a general guardian or is
represented in the action by another representative as provided
in Rule 27. If, in order to enable the court to enter jUdgment or
to carry it into effect, it is necessary to take an account or to
determine the amount of damages or to establish the truth of any
averment by evidence or to make an investigation of any other
matter, the court may conduct such hearing, or make an order of
reference, or order that issues be tried by a jury, as it deems
necessary and proper. The court may determine the truth of any
matter upon affidavits.
B(3) Amount of jUdgment. The judgment entered shall be for
the amount due as shown by the affidavit, and may include costs
and disbursements and attorney fees entered pursuant to Rule 68.
B(4) Nonmilitary affidavit required. No judgment by default
shall be entered until the filing of an affidavit on behalf of
the plaintiff, showing that affiant reasonably believes that the
defendant is not a person in military service as defined in
Article I of the "Soldiers' and Sailors' civil Relief Act of
1940," as amended, except upon order of the court in accordance
with that Act.
[C. FaillH'e 'te appear fer 'trial.
Whe'R a party .The has filed
a'R appeara'Rce fails t;e appear fer t;rial, t;he ceurt; may, i'R it;s
discret;ie'R, preceed t;e t;rial a'Rd jUd~e'Rt; uit;heut; furt;her 'Ret;ice
t;e the 'Re'R appeari'R~ part;y.]
[D]~. setting aside default.
For good cause shown, the court
may see"'aside an order of default and, if a jUdgment by default
has been entered, may likewise set it aside in accordance with
Rule 71 Band C.

[B]R. plaintiffs, counterclaimants, cross-claimants. The
provisions of this rule apply whether the party entitled to the
jUdgment by default is a plaintiff, a third party plaintiff, or a
party who has pleaded a cross-claim or counterclaim. In all cases
a judgment by default is SUbject to the provisions of Rule 67 B.
[i']I!. "Clerk" defined.
Reference to "clerk" in this rule
shall include the clerk of court or any person performing the
duties of that office.

COUNCIL ACTION
The Council voted unanimously (4/16/94 Minutes, pp. 4,5)
tentatively to adopt Bruce Hamlin's proposal to amend ORCP 69 and
ORCP 58. The text of former 69 C was moved to ORCP 58 B in order
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to emphasize that the procedures for a default order or jUdgment
contained in the remainder of ORCP 69 do not apply to a party
that fails to appear at trial.

ATTACHMENT C-lO

COUNTERCLAIMS, CROSS-CLAIMS,
:AND THIRD PARTY CLAIMS
RULE 22

A. Counterclaims.
A(l) Each defendant may set forth as many counterclaims,
both legal and equitable, as such defendant may have against a
plaintiff.
A(2) A counterclaim mayor may not diminish or defeat the
recovery sought by the opposing party. It may claim relief
exceeding in amount or different in kind from that sought in the
pleading of the opposing party.
B. Cross-claim against codefendant.
B(l) In any action where two or more parties are joined as
defendants, any defendant may in such defendant's answer allege a
cross-claim against any other defendant. A cross-claim asserted
against a codefendant must be one existing in favor of the
defendant asserting the cross-claim and against another
defendant, between whom a separate judgment might be had in the
action and shall be: (a) one arising out of the occurrence or
transaction set forth in the complaint; or (b) related to any
property that is the sUbject matter of the action brought by
plaintiff.
B(2) A cross-claim may include a claim that the defendant
against whom it is asserted is liable, or may be liable, to the
defendant asserting the cross-claim for all or part of the claim
asserted by the plaintiff.
B(3) An answer containing a cross-claim shall be served upon
the parties who have appeared.
C. Third party practice.
C(l) After commencement of the action, a defending party, as
a third party plaintiff, may cause a summons and complaint to be
served upon a person not a party to the action who is or may be
liable to the third party plaintiff for all or part of the
plaintiff's claim against the third party plaintiff as a matter
of right not later that 90 days after service of the plaintiff s
summons and complaint on the defending party. otherwise the third
party plaintiff must obtain [a~reemeftt sf parties ,The have
appeared aftd] leave of court. The person served with the summons
and third party complaint, hereinafter called the third party
defendant, may assert any defenses to the third party plaintiff's
claim as provided in Rule 21 and counterclaims against the third
party plaintiff and cross-claims against other third party
defendants as provided in this rule. The third party defendant
ATrACHME:NT
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may assert against the plaintiff any defenses which the third
party plaintiff has to the plaintiff s claim. The third party
defendant may also assert any claim against the plaintiff arising
out of the transaction or occurrence that is the sUbject matter
of the plaintiff's claim against the third party plaintiff. The
plaintiff may assert any claim against the third party defendant
arising out of the transaction or occurrence that is the sUbject
matter of the plaintiff's claim against the third party
plaintiff, and the third party defendant thereupon shall assert
the third party defendant's defenses as provided in Rule 21 and
may assert the third party defendant's counterclaims and
cross-claims as provided in this rule. Any party may move to
strike the third party claim, or for its severance or separate
trial. A third party may proceed under this section against any
person not a party to the action who is or may be liable to the
third party defendant for all or part of the claim made in the
action against the third party defendant.
C(2) A plaintiff against whom a counterclaim has been
asserted may cause a third party to be brought in under
circumstances which would entitle a defendant to do so under
subsection C(l) of this section.
COUNCIL ACTION

The following is an excerpt from minutes of the Council
meeting regarding Rudy Lachenmeier's proposed amendment to ORCP
22 C(l) (5/14/94 Minutes, pp , 4,5):
There was then discussion of a second proposed
amendment to 22 C(l) prepared by Mr. Lachenmeier.
This amendment would retain the requirement that "leave
of court" be obtained in order validly to serve a
third-party complaint and summons more than 90 days
after service of plaintiff's complaint on a third-party
plaintiff, but would delete the additional requirement
that "agreement of parties who have appeared" also be
obtained. JUdge Marcus stated that he preferred the
change proposed by Mr. Lachenmeier to no change at all,
but suggested that making the two requirements
disjunctive or alternative, rather than conjunctive as
they now are, might be better •.•• Bill Cramer
suggested that it might make more sense to abolish the
90-day period during which there can be third-party
joinder as of right and require discretionary leave of
court in all.instances. Mr. Hart stated he thought it
useful to give defendants 90 days in which to bring in
third-party defendants for contribution and the like,
and said that the real issue is what shoUld be required
after the 90 days have elapsed. He continued by asking
whether this question should be put over until the next
meeting when a supermajority hopefUlly will be present.
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Mr. McMillan remarked that, after such extended
discussion, he thought there should be a vote. He then
moved the question and Mr. Gaylord seconded. The
motion failed to carryon a vote of 6 in favor, 6
opposed and 0 abstentions. Mr. Hart directed that the
minutes reflect that this remains an open issue for
possible further consideration. Judge Johnson said
that possibly a compromise, Whereby 120 days would be
substituted for 90 days, might be worth consideration.

ATI'ACHMENT C-13

CLASS ACTIONS
RULE 32

F.

Notice and exclusion.

* * * * *
F(2)

prior to the [final] entry of a

®~~~OO

judgment against

i!iiliiii,!ii,'ii~jii.iifiii!i!i~~~:;~:!~:;:
s!!~!!!t
which may also, where appropriate, require information regarding
the nature of the loss, injury, claim, transactional
relationship, or damage. The statement shall be designed to meet
the ends of justice. In determining the form of the statement,
the court shall consider the nature of the acts of the defendant,
the amount of knowledge a class member would have about the
extent of such member's damages, the nature of the class
including the probable degree of sophistication of its members,
and the availability of relevant information from sources other
than the individual class members. The amount of damages
assessed against the defendant shall not exceed the total amount
of damages determined to be allowable by the court for each
individual class member who has filed a statement required by the
court, assessable court costs, and an award of attorney fees, if
any, as determined by the court.

* * * * *
COUNCIL ACTION

Mr. Jim Murch, representing the Oregon Bankers' Association,
suggested revisions (5/14/94 Minutes, p. 3) to Judge Marcus's
draft of February 26, 1994, as follows:

Prior to entry of a final jUdgment against defendant,
the court shall request members of the class who may be
entitled to monetary relief •••
After discussion the consensus was that "recovery" rather than
"relief" was less ambiguous and that the language should be as
set forth in the rule (above). The version set forth in the rule
above was on the agenda for discussion at the council's July 16,
1994 meeting (7/16/94 Minutes, pp. 2-4). See following excerpt
(7/16/94 Minutes, p. 4):
Mr. Hart then said he thought the discussion had lasted

as long as was useful, and that he expected the
amendment proposed by the Marcus subcommittee would be
voted on at the September meeting unless different
ATI'ACmlENT C-l4

language is proposed before then ••• All members
present indicated that they either support that
language or are leaning in that direction, with three
members indicating that they do not wish to foreclose
the possibility of further thought on the matter. Hr.
Kart concluded this discussion by expressing the hope
that absent members would give due consideration to
this matter and come to the september meeting prepared
to cast their votes.

ATI'ACBMENT C-15

JURORS
RULE 57

* * * * *

* * * * *
COUNCIL ACTION
At its August 13, 1994 meeting the Council discussed and
considered the above proposed amendments submitted by
the Bar's Procedure & Practice Committee. It was decided to
defer further consideration to the September 10, 1994 meeting.
See Mike Phillips' comment letter dated 8/23/94, with proposed
redraft (attached).

ATrAC'.HMENT C-16

ALLOWANCE AND TAXATION OF ATTORNEY FEES
AND COSTS AND DISBURSEMENTS
RULE 68

*

* *

* *

C. Award and entry of jUdgment for attorney fees and costs
and disbursements.

*

* *

* *

C(4)(c) (ii) The court shall deny or award in whole or in
part the amounts sou~ht as attorney fees or costs and
disbursements. [l!<.fe-~OI*i-3:i~s-e4'-'.I:''a:€!'\;-~~3el:'leB:%&3:e!l<s--&J~!:a'ii'-sfI£8±

*

* *

* *
COUNCIL ACTION

The Council discussed the above amendment (5/14/94 Minutes,
p. 5) proposed by Mick Alexander's subcommittee. The consensus
was that the proposed amendment should .be disseminated to all
presiding trial court judges for comment prior to the Council's
July 16, 1994 meeting. Comments letters were received in
response to the letter sent to the jUdges; see Council's further
discussion (7/16/94 Minutes, pp. 4). It was agreed that Maury
Holland would give further notice of this proposed amendment and
solicit comments from the following organizations: OADC, OTLA,
oregon Legal services, and the Litigation and Family Law sections
of the OSB (7/16/94 Minutes, p. 5). NOTE: the notice was sent

and no word has been received from those organizataions (as of
August 22, 1994).
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MICHAEL
PHILLIPS
ATTOR.'EY
AJ LAW

Eugene

High

Oregon

Street
Suite 102

97401

503
465·8898

August 23, 1994

Maury Holland
School of Law
University of Oregon
Eugene, OR 97403
Re:

ORCP 57.C

Dear Maury:
The Procedure and Practice Committee has tendered to the
Council a proposed amendment to ORCP 57.C.
The forwarding
letter states a preference for examination of the panel as a
whole:
"The general rUle should be voir dire by examination of the
panel on the whole. The exception should be voir dire of
each juror where good cause is shown."
Notwithstanding that stated preference, the proposal is
somewhat more modest, merely stating that the court may proceed
in either of two alternate methods. As a matter of drafting, I
would prefer to use language like that in ORS 136.210, which
governs voir dire in criminal cases.
It was under that statute
that the so called "fast track" system first found its way into
Oregon jurisprUdence over the objection of the State in State v.
Jones.
The applicable language of ORS 136.210 is the following:
"When the full number of jurors has been called, they shall
thereupon be examined as to their qualifications, first by
the court, then by the defendant, and then by the state."
Modified to apply to civil cases, that language incorporated into
ORCP 57 would make that rule read as follows:
"When the full number of jurors has been called, they shall
be examined as to their qualifications, first by the court,
then by the plaintiff, and then by the defendant. The court
shall regulate the examination in such as way as to avoid
unnecessary delay.
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Maury Holland, Esq.
August 23, 1994
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My preference as a drafting matter for the ORS 136.210
format is that it accomplishes the objective of the Procedure and
Practice Committee in fewer than one-third as many words.
On the merits, I see nothing in the forwarding letter, nor
the survey, to suggest that the present system of "fast track,"
unless there is objection, is not working. The Procedure and
Practice Committee's proposal does not get at what seemed to me
the true vice of the present system, and that is that there are
nearly as many idiosyncratic variations on "fast track" as there
are judges who employ it. The present rule allows a litigant to
opt out of such idiosyncracies and get on with the trial under a
procedure that everyone understands. Unless there is some move
toward uniformity in what "fast track" means, I oppose a rule
which would allow each trial judge to impose his or her
idiosyncratic notion on every trial.
If we are to opt for
placing that decision in the hands of each trial judge, rather
than the Council, I prefer the language of ORS Chapter 136.
Best regards.

Sin~~I7Y ,

/

,// / . /

/t1t:LJte(~

i./ /'1

Michael Phillips
MVP:vh
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57.C.
jurers

Examination of Jurors.

'3:'fie £\:loll ffiI:lllller of

ha~in~ Been eallea shall enereupon be examined as
~e ~Aei£ ~~alifieatioas. ~e ce~rt may e*amine the,
p~Qspective jurors ~o tae extent it eeoms appropriate,
ane taere~en tae co~rt shall ~ermit the ~a!ties to
clEamine eaca j~ror, first 13y the ~laintiff, and then by

the defendant.
When the full number of jurors has been
called, they shall be examined as to their qualifications, first by the court, then by the plaintiff, and
then by the defendant.
The court shall regulate the
examination in such a way as to avoid unnecessary delay.

ATrACHMENT C-20

SELECTION OF JURy
136.210 Jury number; examination. (1)
Except as provided in subsection (2) of this
section, in criminal cases the trial jury shall
consist of 12 persons unless the parties consent to a less number. It shall be formed,
except as otherwise provided in ORS 136.220
to 136.250, in the same manner provided by
ORCP 57 B, D(l)(a), D(l)(b), D(l)(g) and E.
When the full number of jurors has been
called, they shall thereupon be examined as
to their qualifications, first by the court,
then by the defendant and then by the state.
After they have been passed for cause, peremptory challenges, if any, shall be exercised
as provided in ORS 136.230.
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